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"T-that's impossible!1

Feeling Leon’s intense true energy, both Norm and Sully were shocked and full of disbelief!

They never expected that Leon was able to block a combined attack from the two of them despite being so young!

Even more unexpected was the fact that Leon was still able to attack even after having spent his energy!

That completely caught them off guard!

They did not even have the time to react before they were struck by Leon. Their bodies were sent flying several meters back

before they slammed into the ground!

After they fell, the two of them felt an intense pain in their chest. They could not stop themselves as they spat out blood and

crumpled down onto the ground with a pained expressions. It was obvious they suffered pretty heavy internal injuries, and

temporarily lost the ability to fight!

"The two of them lost? H-how is this possible!?" Yonas was stunned at the sight. He could not believe his ears.novelxo

He thought that Norm and Sully were both strong, second- generation disciples of the Thompsons and that they would easily be

able to handle a young man like Leon!

Yet, he never would have dreamed that the two of them did

not only fail to do anything to Leon despite working together but were defeated by Leon in one blow as well!

It was just unbelievable!

It was obvious how shocked he was!

"Yonas, it's your turn now! Take this!"

After dealing with those two, Leon's cold gaze immediately shifted to Yonas.

After that, he did not hesitate at all as he struck forward with immense force, charging right at Yonas!

"No."

When Yonas recovered from his shock, he was terrified!

Even though he was not a weakling, and was already at the intermediate Emperor State, even Norm and Sully, who were at the

peak Emperor State, were no match for Leon. There was no way he was a match for Leon!

He did not dare to hesitate for a moment as he rapidly retreated, trying to avoid Leon's attack!

Yet, Leon was far better than him in skill, speed, and various other aspects. No matter how hard he tried, Leon's attack seemed

to home in on him, and was getting closer and closer to him!

”1-1'11 fight you!"

With that urgent situation, Yonas had no other choice but to just face it head-on. He barely managed to force out an attack right

at Leon's!

Bang!

With a violent clash, Leon's spiritual energy broke past Yonas ' attack and defenses before the remaining energy slammed into

his chest!

Yonas did not have the Mirror of Sovereign as Leon did!

With that heavy blow, he was sent flying back, slamming into the wall behind him before he crumpled on the ground!

After that, he spat out a mouthful of blood. At least two or three of his ribs were broken, and he suffered some internal injuries!

Thankfully, Leon was only trying to teach him a lesson thanks to the Thompsons. Leon was not planning on killing him at all!

Otherwise, he would not have just suffered internal injuries after taking a blow from Leon!
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